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DRAKON is a system modeling language for software requirements and specifications, procedures and rules, and documentation. The DRAKON Visual Language is an intuitive system modeling language which is easy to use and understand. Any software development tool which has a text editor and WYSIWYG-like features can be used to author DRAKON diagrams. Key Features: Rich functionality DRAKON Editor works with sequence, entity-relationship
and class diagrams, and lets you easily go to the previous or next diagram in the list, zoom in or out of the diagram, and apply zoom to all diagrams. Easily view, edit and annotate With the DRAKON Editor diagram viewer, you are able to view the changes that you make in the content of a diagram. With a drop-down menu, you are able to browse through all the diagrams and choose a diagram by name. If you want to view all the diagrams that you have created,
you may use the files dialog that is displayed when you open the diagram viewer window. In addition, you may drag and drop any diagram file onto the diagram viewer to analyze and edit the diagram. Object list In the left pane of the diagram viewer, you are able to see an object list that allows you to quickly find the entity, entities with fields, attributes, vertical and horizontal lines, direct links, inline and standalone comments, as well as inheritance links.
Placing objects in the diagram The DRAKON Editor supports drag-and-drop support in order to place objects within the working environment. In addition, objects can be moved using the drag-and-drop support or be selected in the object list. Zooming in/out DRAKON Editor allows you to zoom in or out of any diagram. The zoom bar is added to the bottom of the window in order to let you manually zoom in or out. When the window is zoomed out, you may
press the Ctrl key to zoom in. Cut and copy support DRAKON Editor supports drag-and-drop support in order to cut the objects which you want to copy. You may also use the cut button at the top toolbar in order to easily drag any object to the clipboard. Undo and redo support All operations are automatically saved, if you want to redo your changes, you may use the undo button or pressing the Ctrl key. Text for each diagram When you open the

DRAKON Editor

DRAKON Editor Free Download is a small application designed specifically for helping you author DRAKON flowcharts. The DRAKON visual language can be used by software architects, quality specialists and developers in order to provide an easy explanation and interpretation of a software system. DRAKON Editor is a small application designed specifically for helping you author DRAKON flowcharts. The DRAKON visual language can be used by
software architects, quality specialists and developers in order to provide an easy explanation and interpretation of a software system. To run the utility you need to install the ActiveTcl compiler that delivers the TcL (Tool Command Language) distribution on your system. The advantages of being portable DRAKON Editor comes wrapped up in a portable package which can be deployed on your system by simply running the executable file. You may get rid of
the tool by deleting the files that you have downloaded from the Internet. The portability mode ensures your Windows registry doesn’t get bloated with extra entries. Copying the app on a USB flash drive or other devices is also possible. User-friendly looks and supported diagram types DRAKON Editor sports a clean layout that keeps track of all your diagrams in a list. In addition, you may generate user-defined categories where you can organize your diagrams.
The program works with sequence, entity-relationship and class diagrams, and lets you easily go to the previous or next diagram in the list, zoom in or out of the diagram, and apply zoom to all diagrams. Creating diagrams DRAKON Editor gives you the possibility to insert various preset elements in the working environment, namely entity, entity with fields, attributes, vertical and horizontal lines, direct links, inline and standalone comments, as well as
inheritance links. Elements can be moved using the drag-and-drop support and resized by dragging the green points displayed when you press on the target object. When it comes to editing options, you are allowed to cut, copy, paste or delete objects, undo or redo your actions, tidy up all diagrams, enter a diagram description, and perform searches. Plus, you can change the color of the background, font and border of each object, and export diagrams to PNG or
PDF file format. You may edit file description and alter file properties by selecting the programming language (e.g. C++, C#, D, Java, Lua, Verilog, Python, Javascript 09e8f5149f
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Using DRAKON Editor you can create flowcharts, UML class diagrams, conceptual diagrams and more, in no time at all. It also supports a wide array of diagrams, allowing you to create diagrams based on the DRAKON visual language. Create diagrams: Create flowcharts and other types of diagrams quickly and efficiently with DRAKON Editor. The program’s interface is very simple, intuitive, and easily customizable. Import: Import and merge elements from
various diagrams, as well as from files. Export: Export diagrams to PNG, JPG, HTML, PDF, and EMF formats. Undo/Redo: Undo or redo the last action performed. Zoom: Zoom in or out of any diagram. Filter: Filter by elements or tags. Search: Search through all available elements in the selected diagram or within a single element. Generate: Generate code using the DRAKON Editor’s integrated Code Generator tool. Review: Read the description of any
element. Back: Go back to the previous diagram in the list. Next: Go to the next diagram in the list. Previous: Go to the previous diagram in the list. Zoom to selection: Zoom in or out of the selected object. Clear selection: Clear the selection area in the current diagram. Tidy: Tidy up diagram’s contents. Create: Create new element. Toggle element visibility: Toggle element visibility. Add element to selection: Add selected element to the selection area. Remove
element from selection: Remove selected element from the selection area. Invert selection: Invert selection. Merge with another element: Merge selected element with another element. Merge to selection: Merge selected element to selection area. Merge with tag: Merge selected element with a tagged element. Merge to tag: Merge tagged element with selected element. Merge to user-defined tag: Merge with a tagged element associated to the selected element.
Merge to user-defined tag from: Merge with a tagged element associated to a specified tag. Merge to user-defined tag from set: Merge with a tagged element associated to a specified set of tags. Re-order in list:

What's New In DRAKON Editor?

Free DRAKON flowchart editor. Online DRAKON flowchart example generator. Generate flowcharts in DRAKON format. Supports DRAKON flowchart entities, attributes, and lines. Supports DRAKON inheritance relationships. Supports DRAKON sequence diagram. Supports DRAKON class diagram. Supports DRAKON entity-relationship diagram. Supports entity and attribute details. Supports entities with text. Supports entities with fields. Supports
vertical and horizontal lines. Supports direct links. Supports comments and notes. Supports editing objects. Supports object and attribute color changing. Supports object and attribute font changing. Supports object and attribute border changing. Supports object and attribute file description changing. Supports searching objects. Supports saving and exporting diagrams as PNG or PDF. Supports dragging and dropping objects. Supports undo, redo, cut, copy,
paste. Supports visual recording. Supports compacting objects and classes. Supports redrawing diagrams. Supports zooming in and out of diagrams. Supports zooming in and out of objects. Supports zooming in and out of classes. Supports object and class description changing. Supports object and class highlighting. Supports object and class font changing. Supports object and class border changing. Supports object and class color changing. Supports DRAKON
programming language changes. Supports functional programming language changes. Supports object and class file path changing. Supports DRAKON programming language file path changing. Supports object and class text changing. Supports visual recording support. Supports drawing the working environment and all diagrams. Supports drawing the program window. Supports making a new diagram. Supports zooming in and out of diagrams. Supports editing
a diagram object. Supports searching object names. Supports zooming in and out of objects. Supports zooming in and out of classes. Supports zooming in and out of attributes. Supports zooming in and out of attributes fields. Supports zooming in and out of lines. Supports zooming in and out of fields. Supports zooming in and out of comments. Supports zooming
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System Requirements:

Minimum System Requirements: Mac: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo CPU with 2.8 GHz or faster 8 GB RAM 32-bit or 64-bit Mac OS X 10.6 or higher DVD or external optical drive (not included) 2 GB of hard disk space QuarkXPress 6 or higher Windows: 32-bit or 64-bit Windows 7 or higher DVD or external
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